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Lesson Number: 23B 

Subject: Grade 12 Geography  

Term 1  

Week: 9 Lesson Number: 23B 

Date: ___/___/2021 

Topic: GEOMORPHIC PROCESSES 

Sub Topic: COASTAL PROCESSES & LANDFORMS: TYPES OF EROSION 

Learning outcomes:  

1. Identify the geomorphic processes that wear and reshape landforms 

2. Discuss coastal erosion, as a process involved in reshaping land 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Introduction 

The following Resource contains your Lesson notes and Practice Exercise for your Week 9 

Lessons: 

 LESSON 23: COASTAL PROCESSES & LANDFORMS: TYPES OF EROSION 

 

Instructions 

In your Exercise Book, copy the Header.  Make sure your handwriting is neat and legible. (I will 

check your Exercise Book when you return to School) 

 

Resource 

Read your Lesson notes below and complete the Practice Exercise that follows. 

2.2 : Coastal Processes and Landform 
The sea shapes the coastal landscape. Coastal erosion is the wearing away and 
breaking up of rock along the coast. Destructive waves erode the coastline in a 
number of ways: 

i. Hydraulic action. Air may become trapped in joints and cracks on a cliff face. 
When a wave breaks, the trapped air is compressed which weakens the cliff 
and causes erosion. 

ii. Abrasion. Bits of rock and sand in waves grind down cliff surfaces like 
sandpaper. 

iii. Attrition. Waves smash rocks and pebbles on the shore into each other, and 
they break and become smoother. 

iv. Solution. Acids contained in sea water will dissolve some types of rock such 
as chalk or limestone. 

Ocean waves are energy traveling through water. They form when wind blows over 
the surface of the ocean. Wind energy is transferred to the sea surface. Then, the 
energy is carried through the water by the waves. Ocean waves transfer energy from 
the wind through the water. This gives waves the energy to erode the shore. 
 
Three factors determine the size of ocean waves: 
i) The speed of the wind. 
ii) The length of time the wind blows. 
iii) The distance the wind blows. 
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The faster, longer, and farther the wind blows, the bigger the waves are. Bigger 
waves have more energy. Runoff, streams, and rivers carry sediment to the oceans. 
The sediment in ocean water acts like sandpaper. Over time, they erode the shore. 
The bigger the waves are and the more sediment they carry, the more erosion they 
cause. 
 
Types of Waves 
1. Constructive waves-flat waves that are thrown on the beach, travels longer 
distances up the beach (swash) at an oblique angle and deposits sediments it has 
carried 

 
Figure: 2.2: The Coastal systems 
 
2. Destructive waves-steep or high waves are those that retreat back to the sea as 
the backwash. It removes sediments from the beach and carries more sediments 
than swash into the open waters, it travels at right angles due to force of gravity. 
Some of the important terms to get to know are: 
Terms: 
1. Wave Crest Is the highest point of a wave 
2. Trough Is the lowest point of a wave 
3. Wave Height Is the difference between the two. 
4. Fetch Is the distance of open water over which the wind blows. 
 

 

Practice Exercise 1Copy the Question and write your answer in the exercise book.  

1. In a concept map, map out:  

a. types of erosion     b. factors that determine wave size       c. types of waves 

This is the end of Lesson 23. Next lesson is: 
 Lesson 24:Costal Landforms of Erosion 
 

 


